Abstract-We present a new retraction algorithm for high DOF articulated models and use our algorithm to improve the performance of RRT planners in narrow passages. The retraction step is formulated as a constrained optimization problem and performs iterative refinement on the boundary of CObstacle space. We also combine the retraction algorithm with decomposition planners to handle very high DOF articulated models. The performance of our approach is analyzed using Voronoi diagrams and we show that our retraction algorithm provides a good approximation to the ideal RRT-extension in constrained environments. We have implemented our algorithm and tested its performance on robots with more than 40 DOFs in complex environments. In practice, we observe significant performance (2-80X) improvement over prior RRT planners on challenging scenarios with narrow passages.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sample-based planning has been widely used to compute collision-free path for robots in complex environments. These methods generate samples with randomized techniques, and connect them using local planning methods. The main goal is to capture the connectivity of the free space of a robot's configuration space by using tree or graph structures such as probabilistic roadmaps (PRMs) or rapidly-exploring random trees (RRTs) [15] . However, the performance of sample-based planning algorithms may degrade if the free space has narrow passages.
In this paper, we address the problem of computing collision-free motion for articulated models in constrained environments with multiple obstacles and narrow passages. Most of the prior work on handling narrow passages has been mainly limited to rigid models, e.g. [1] , [8] , [28] , [31] . In practice, articulated models result in some additional challenges with respect to sample-based motion planning. First of all, the articulated models have many more degrees of freedom (DOFs), which increase the complexity of the underlying planning problem. Secondly, the planner needs to ensure that there are no self-collisions in the robot, in addition to preventing collisions between the robot and the obstacles. These self-collisions can generate many small and isolated components in the C-Obstacle space and thereby result in additional challenges in terms of handling narrow passages.
Main results: We present a new retraction-based algorithm for articulated models and combine it with RRT planners. We formulate the retraction step as a constrained optimization problem that performs iterative refinement on the boundary of C-Obstacle space to compute a free-space configuration that is nearest to the random sample. We further generalize our retraction algorithm to planners that use decomposition techniques to deal with very high DOF models. We also analyze our retraction algorithm based on Voronoi diagrams and show that our retraction is a good approximation for ideal RRT-extension in constrained environments. We have implemented our algorithm and tested its performance on models with 40 DOFs in complex environments with narrow passages. In practice, our algorithm can significantly improve the performance by 2-80 times as compared to RRT planners.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly survey the related work. We present our optimizationbased retraction algorithm and combine it with RRT planners in Sec. III. Sec. IV describes a modified algorithm to combine our retraction step with decomposition planners to handle very high DOF models. We analyze the performance of our planners using Voronoi diagrams in Sec. V. We discuss its implementation and highlight the performance on different benchmarks in Sec. VI.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we give a brief overview of related work in motion planning for articulated models and handling narrow passages.
A. Motion Planning for Articulated Models
There is considerable work on motion planning for articulated models using sample-based planners. Some of the most popular algorithms are based on decomposition techniques, which assume that the articulated model can be decomposed into components with low-correlation and then use suitable strategies to coordinate between different components [5] , [24] , [32] . However, these methods may not work well in dealing with narrow passages. Other approaches use reduced kinematics [10] , [18] and multi-level methods [29] .
For articulated models with very high dimension (> 100), e.g. protein chains, potential energy based approaches are usually used [13] , [20] , [26] , [27] . The potential energy formulation is often defined to guide the search toward a goal configuration.
B. Handling Narrow Passages for Articulated Models
Many techniques have been proposed to address the narrow passage problem for articulated models. These include adaptive sampling according to workspace information [12] or sampling history [4] , dilation-based approaches [3] , [25] and retraction-based approaches. Dilation-based approaches [3] , [25] shrink the obstacles and thereby improve the visibility of the free space. However, these methods are mainly limited to volumetric objects and may not be able to handle self-collisions well. Voronoi regions of workspace can be used to generate samples in narrow passages [7] , [19] .
C. Retraction-Based Planning
The retraction-based approaches have been widely used to improve the performance of sample-based planners in narrow passages [1] , [21] , [23] , [28] , [31] . The main idea is to retract a randomly generated configuration that lies in CObstacle space towards a more desirable region, e.g. towards the closest point on the boundary of C-Obstacle or the medial axis of the free space.
However, the retraction step can be non-trivial. For example, computing the closest boundary point for an incolliding configuration boils down to penetration depth computation, which has high complexity [30] . Other algorithms use heuristics to compute samples near the boundary of CObstacle space or near approximate medial axis [1] , [23] , [28] . These methods are mainly limited to closed models and are prone to robustness problems. Other methods perform contact space planning, i.e. generate more samples that touch the boundaries of C-Obstacles [21] , [22] . Based on efficient penetration depth computation, Zhang et al. [31] present a retraction-based planner for rigid models. [22] , [31] search within the contact space randomly for a new retraction sample, but mainly work well for rigid robots.
III. RETRACTION-BASED RRT PLANNER
In this section, we present our modified RRT planner. We first introduce the optimization-based retraction algorithm and then use it to improve the performance of RRT planners in narrow passages. Given a randomly generated sample in CObstacle space, our algorithm retracts to the closest point on the boundary of C-Obstacle space. The basic idea is similar to [1] , [31] . The main difference lies in how we utilize the workspace information to perform iterative optimization for high DOF articulated models. Moreover, our approach can handle narrow passages that are caused by obstacles as well as self-collisions of the robot within the single retraction framework.
A. Notation and Definition
We use following notations and symbols in the paper: C configuration space or C-Space, includes several CObstacles and the free space C f ree . C cont the contact space, the boundaries of C-Obstacles. q configuration for a robot; q ∈ C. d q variation of q in the C-Space; also a control term that describes how to change q each extension step.
B. Retraction-Step
As shown in Fig. 1(a) , given an in-colliding sample q r , the retraction step attempts to compute the closest boundary point q m , which can be formally defined as where δ is a distance metric defined in C-Space. The choice of a suitable metric is important but difficult. For rigid models, DISP metric, which does not involve any weighting factor, is used in [31] . For articulated models there is no such an equivalent metric: DISP metric does not have a closed form to compute for articulated models and therefore can not be used for our optimization algorithm. Moreover, a weighted Euclidean metric is prone to the values of different weights. Therefore we simply use the norm-2 metric δ(q, q r ) = q − q r 2 , which is simple and works well on our benchmarks.
As shown in Fig. 1(a) , in order to retract an in-colliding sample q r , we start with a non-colliding sample q n (usually the nearest node in the RRT-tree): its projection on the contact space is the initial guess q c , which is pushed into a set S. Next we perform the following steps iteratively: 1) Perform contact query for q c , i.e. compute the closest feature pairs that cause the contact, including robot's self-collisions and collisions with the obstacles. 2) Use constrained optimization to compute a configuration q i nearest to q r within q c 's neighborhood. 3) Project q i onto the contact space and compute q d , which is the new retraction sample. Push q d into S. 4) Assign q c = q d and go to step 1.
These steps are repeated until the distance to q r can not be further reduced, which means a local minima has been found or the maximum number of iterations have been performed. All the retraction samples are collected in a set S, which is used by our planner in Sec. III-C.
In step 1, we perform the contact query. Unlike the rigid models, articulated models can have self-collisions, which makes the topology of C-Obstacle space more complex. As Fig 1(e) shows, there is no obstacle between q r and q n , but these two samples can not be connected by linear interpolation in C-Space due to self-collisions. The retraction step locates the two components of the articulated model that are in-contact, slides them over each other and finally finds a local collision-free path between q r and q n . More details about self-collisions are given in Sec. VI-A.
We next describe the constrained optimization in step 2. We first calculate a linear approximation of the contact space by the tangent space at q c and then try to compute a q within the tangent space that minimizes δ(q, q r ).
We first formalize the tangent space constraint. Suppose the contact query in step 1 reports N contacts, each with a contact position c i and a contact normal n i , where 1 ≤ i ≤ N . n i and c i define a workspace tangent space at the i-th contact point. When robot's configuration q changes, the contact positions will also modify, but we constrain them to stay within the original tangent space:
where J i is the 3 × |C| Jacobian matrix for contact position c i when robot is in current configuration q. Therefore, the tangent space constraint for c i can be represented as
where
T is the contact matrix, and K i = n T i J i . Then Eq. 1 can be approximated by
Next we formalize the objective function. Instead of finding the optimal q * for Eq. 5, we try to find the optimal control d q * instead (i.e. its integration output d q * = q * ). This approach does not solve the original optimization equation (Eq. 5) but it is more convenient for our tangent constraint. The new objective function is
This can be viewed as a simple feed-back control: where the initial guess q c is far from the target, we hope that the robot moves faster, otherwise it should move slower to avoid overshooting. The actual control d q should approximate the desired control d q desire as much as possible. As a result the local constrained optimization in step 2 can be formalized as:
According to first-order necessary condition for equality constraints [2] 
Overall, the optimal control could be expressed as: where I is unit matrix and K † is the pseudo-inverse of K. Then the configuration q i in step 2 can be computed as
and α can be used to control the stepsize of each retraction.
If q r is in free space, but the segment q r q n is not collision-free, we can also apply the retraction strategy. As Fig. 1(b) shows, we perform retraction similarly, except that for each retraction sample q d , we check whether it can connect to q r without collisions. Once such a configuration is found, we stop the iterative step and add q r into set S.
For articulated models, we must handle joint limits carefully. Suppose the upper and lower joint limits for the articulated model are q upper and q lower , respectively. If some joints of q d are out of these limits, we update the desired control to
, where (·) + = max(·, 0) and (·) − = min(·, 0). Next we compute q d again, which is very fast as all the matrixes can be reused and only one extra matrix-vector multiplication is needed. If the new q d still violates the limits, we just truncate to remain within the joint limits.
C. Retraction-Based RRT Planner
In this section, we use the retraction algorithm to improve the performance of RRT. Our new RRT-planner is designed for articulated models and retracts many of the generated samples including ones that belong to free space.
The RRT algorithm [16] explores the free C-Space by randomly sampling and building a RRT-tree. Multiple trees are also used in some variations of RRT, e.g. Bi-RRT [11] . The RRT algorithm starts with a tree T with a root node, then it adds more nodes into the tree iteratively by a tree extension step. As Fig. 2(a) shows, standard RRT extension selects a node q n in the tree that is nearest to a random sample q r and attempts to extend the tree from q n towards q r by connecting them with a straight line in the C-Space. However, the obstacles result in a truncated RRT-extension: i.e. the extension will stop at q c , the first in-contact configuration between q n and q r . If q n is itself a configuration in C cont , then the RRT tree stays the same.
Our retraction-based extension algorithm can improve the performance of RRT algorithm by enabling RRT tree to explore free space more efficiently. As shown in Fig. 2(b)(c) , when extension is interrupted by obstacles, retraction strategy helps to create samples along the obstacles and to grow the RRT tree toward q r . There are several benefits of this enhanced scheme: First, more samples are created in and near the narrow passages; Secondly, in free environment, RRT implicitly biases for unexplored area and retraction helps RRT to keep such property when obstacles exist. We further analyze these behaviors in Sec. V.
IV. RETRACTION-BASED DECOMPOSITION RRT PLANNER
In this section we present a retraction algorithm for a decomposition RRT planner for high-DOF models. We first briefly introduce a decomposition planner. Next we combine our optimization-based retraction algorithm into this decomposition planner.
A. Decomposition Planner
Our basic decomposition planner is based on prior approaches [24] and [32] . For a robot system R with D DOFs, we decompose it into M parts: R = {R 1 , ..., R M }, with C j as the configuration space for subsystem R j with D j DOFs and
The system configuration space C is the joint configuration of all M robots:
Each subsystem can be regarded as a single robot in a multirobot system [24] or one part of an articulated robot [32] . The configuration of the system is q = {q 1 , ..., q M }, where q j ∈ C j is the configuration for subsystem R j . q init and q goal are the initial and goal configurations respectively.
As Algo. 1 shows, the planner computes a collision-free path using incremental steps: in the j-th step it computes a collision-free path τ j for a merged subsystemR j = {R 1 , ..., R j }. When j = 1, τ 1 is computed forR 1 = R 1 with standard RRT algorithm. In the following steps, τ j is computed by a special RRT algorithm shown in Fig 3. Notice that R j = {R j−1 , R j } and τ j−1 is already a collision-free path forR j−1 , we use a greedy bias similar to [24] , [32] :R j−1 will be constrained on τ j−1 and only R j 's configuration allows random sampling. As a result, the planning dimension is reduced from These methods can work well in many cases. However, the guiding path bias is a greedy strategy and the overall algorithm may fail to compute a collision-free path. For example, moving obstacleR j−1 's trajectory τ j−1 may make a very narrow passage for R j or block it. In order to handle this problem, we can use perturbation [32] or decomposition adjustment presented in Sec. VI-A.
B. Retraction-Step
As Fig. 3 shows, the retraction for a decomposition planner is similar to that for RRT planner, except that we must consider the guiding path constraint. Suppose we are
Algorithm 1: Basic Decomposition Planner
Input : decomposition profile: R = {R 1 , R 2 , ..., R M } init and goal configuration q init and q goal Output: a collision-free path τ in C begin
cur is a random sample in C j .
Therefore we haveq = τ j−1 (s) q cur . We also define a
cur which is one-to-one related withq. The resulting algorithm is similar to the 4 steps in Sec. III-B, but there are some differences:
The first difference is with respect to contact query for q c . Only the contacts between R j and obstacles orR j−1 are needed to be checked, because τ j−1 is already collision-free and guiding path constraint requiresR j−1 's configuration lying on τ j−1 during the retraction step.
The tangent constraint is also different. As τ j−1 (s) is a polygonal line in C-Space, its derivative d dt τ j−1 (s) is a staircase function: q prev changes with a constant ratio within each path segment. Suppose such rate for segment containing τ j−1 (s c ) is v (refer to Fig 3(b) ), Eq. 2 can be updated as:
Combined with Eq. 3, the tangent constraint Eq. 4 becomes
is the contact matrix in decomposed case, and
Other retraction steps are similar to Sec. III-B: we also define a desired control dq desire = α 1 (s r − s c ) α 2 (q r − q c ) and the optimal control will be dq * = (I − K † K) dq desire . Finally, the retraction result on the tangent space isq i =q c + dq * , and we pullback it ontoC j and getq i .q i 's projection on (a) shows retraction-based extension for decomposition planner: The horizontal plane represents R j 's configuration space C j . s-axis represents the guiding path τ j−1 , s is the path's parameterization. The whole configuration space is [0, 1] × C j , and one of its configuration is q = (s, q) ≡ (τ j−1 (s), q), where q ∈ C j is a projection of (s, q) onto C j and s represents a point τ j−1 (s) on guiding path. RRT-extension tries to connect a node on decomposed RRT tree (sn, qn) towards a random sample (sr, qr). Due to self-collision or collision with obstacles, the extension stops at (sc, qc), a contact state. Then a retraction in 
C. Retraction-Based Decomposition Planner
The retraction step improves Algo. 1 with a new RRTextension step for RRTWITHGUIDINGPATH. The new RRTextension is the same as the one in Sec. III-C except we replace the RRT-extension and retraction algorithms by the corresponding versions for the decomposition planner in Sec. IV-B. We also discuss other improvements for decomposition planner besides retraction in Sec. VI-A.2.
V. ANALYSIS
In this section we analyze the behavior of the retractionbased RRT planner based on Voronoi diagram distortion.
It is well known that the behavior of RRT algorithms can be analyzed using Voronoi diagrams [15] . As shown in Fig. 4(a) , given a tree built by the RRT algorithms, we consider the Voronoi diagram of all the tree nodes in the CSpace. In the RRT-extension step, in order to find the nearest node for a random sample q r is equivalent to find a tree node q whose associated Voronoi cell V (q) contains q r . Therefore the probability of q to be selected for extension is proportional to the volume of V (q). As a result, RRT planners have an implicit bias towards unexplored regions. Such exploring property assumes no obstacles exist so that exploring C f ree is equivalent to exploring C-Space. When the environment contains obstacles, ideally we hope that RRT will still bias towards unexplored regions in C f ree . However, during sampling generation and finding a tree node nearest to the sample, the RRT algorithm simply ignores the obstacles in the scene. Rather it takes the obstacles into account during the extension step. As a result, if a tree node q is selected for extension, there is high probability that the Voronoi cell V (q) has a large volume, but V (q) C f ree may still be small, especially in narrow passages. In other words, when there are obstacles in the scene, RRT's Voronoi bias still prefers unexplored C-Space but not unexplored C f ree , though C-Space is now larger than C f ree .
Our retraction strategy can improve the performance of RRT planner in an environment with obstacles. We first analyze what is the ideal RRT-extension when obstacles exist and then show that our retraction approach is a good approximation of the ideal case. We start from the RRT-tree and its associated Voronoi diagram (Fig. 4(a) ). Next we try to embed C-Obstacles into the Voronoi diagram. Imagining the diagram is deformable (i.e. edges and cells) and we mark holes in places where C-Obstacles are going to be placed (red points in Fig. 4(a) ). Then we extend the holes to the shapes of C-Obstacles. This will distort the diagram as shown in Fig. 4(b) . Since we use an elastic deformation, the distortion function f is a topological transformation (or homeomorphism) [17] . After the distortion function has been applied, the new cells of the partition and tree nodes will move away from C-Obstacles and tree edges will become curved. However, homeomorphism ensures that the curved tree edges with stay within the free space (Fig. 4(b) ) and enter/leave the same cells by the same facets. These curved edges are the ideal RRT-extension in the presence of obstacles, and the difference between basic extension is that tree nodes must be connected by curved interpolation, especially for those edges in high-distortion regions, like narrow passages. These curved cells are no longer strict Voronoi cells, in fact they are closely related to the Landmark Voronoi Complex [6] , which is the natural extension of the geometric Voronoi diagram to the case of a graph with the shortest-path metric.
Next we show that the retraction-step approximates the ideal extension. First, the retraction step is executed when RRT-extension is truncated and we add more samples near the contact space. As regions near C-Obstacles always have high distortion (Fig. 4(b) ), the retraction step uses truncation as a heuristic to detect a high-distortion region. Secondly, retraction tries to find a node in free space nearest to random sample by searching along contact space. Ideal extension does similar thing: for cells near C-Obstacles (the shaded cells in Fig. 4(b) ), tree nodes will move to some place near C-Obstacles that is nearest to their original position. Therefore, retraction-based extension implicitly uses the changed Voronoi bias and can help RRT planner to perform better in narrow passages.
VI. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
In this section, we present results of our retractionbased planner on articulated robots. We first discuss some implementation issues. Then we highlight the performance of our new planner on a set of benchmarks with narrow passages. We show that for the basic RRT planner and the decomposition planner, the retraction algorithm can improve their efficiency obviously. All the timings reported here were taken on a laptop with 2.8GHz CPU and 2GB memory.
A. Implementation 1) Retraction Algorithm:
We use PQP [14] [31] for collision detection and contact query. Based on the three types of contacts (vertex-vertex, vertex-face and edge-edge) PQP reported, we compute the contact position and contact normal for each contact, which is used in the retraction step in Sec. III-B and Sec. IV-B. Besides reporting contact with the obstacles, we also check for any self-collision in the articulated model. However, we pre-filter these contacts to remove some of the self-contacts. For example, for a human shape robot we will not report the self-contact between left hand and left arm, which are links adjacent to each other. Thus we manually decompose robot into several parts, and filter the self-contacts within the same parts. This strategy can improve algorithm's robustness.
Our approach works on triangle soup models, which may not be a smooth manifold. Thus q i in Eq. 8 may be incolliding due to surface noise. This can also be caused by concave geometry of C-Obstacle at q c . This will make the projection operation (step 3, to get q d ) difficult. Moreover, our motion planner tries to connect each retraction sample q d to the RRT-tree, but the manifold noise or local convex geometry of C-Obstacle at q d will make connecting two nearby contact samples by linear interpolation, a part of RRTextension, rather difficult. Our solution is to relax the tangent constraints in Eq. 3 a little, i.e. change it to d c i · n i = ǫ i , where ǫ i is a small positive real number. As a result, the optimal control in Eq. 7 will be d q
If this relaxation still does not work, we use the vertex enhancement [9] method to generate additional samples around q c or q d .
2) Decomposition Planner: Here we introduce some methods other than retraction that are used by our implementation to improve the efficiency of decomposition planner.
First we replace the Euclidean metric by a semi-geodesic metric. Euclidean distance between two samples (s 1 , q 1 ) and
2 . However this metric does not bias enough for guiding path, e.g. when a guiding path τ looks like a loop in C-Space, the two endpoints have small Euclidean distance, but the guiding path implies they should be very far away. Instead we use the semi-geodesic distance (
2 . This metric considers the guiding path constraint and can measure distance better.
Decomposition planner is greedy, therefore it is possible that the guiding path constraint will make it hard to compute a collision-free path after adding new subsystem of robot. For example, if τ j−1 is not suitable, [0, 1] × C j may not contain a collision-free path. Our solution is automatically reorganize the overall decomposition. We record the maximum and minimum s values of current RRT-tree's nodes, whose configuration is of the form (s, q). If the two values do not come close toward each other for a long time, we guess guiding path τ j−1 is not good. Then we abandon τ j−1 and merge R j and R j−1 into one system and execute RRT again in configuration space [0, 1] × C j−1 × C j with τ j−2 as guiding path. In the worst case, the decomposition planner will degrade into a basic RRT planner.
B. Results
We test our retraction-based algorithm on a set of benchmarks. In our experiment, we run every benchmark 10 times with different random seed and compute the average running time. We use two criteria to compare the performance between planners with and without retraction: 1) planning time 2) ND-ratio, which is the ratio of number of non-degraded RRT-extensions (i.e. not the no-progress extension) to the number of all RRT-extensions. We prefer a planner with lower planning time and higher ND-ratio, which means more RRT-extensions will contribute to the free-space exploring and fewer computational capability is wasted on unsuccessful attemps. ND-ratio is a rough measurement for performance, though faster algorithms may have lower ND-ratio because they can find a path with only a few RRT-extensions.
In our experiment, there are 3 types of planners: Whole body planner is the basic RRT planner without decomposition technique, which is discussed in Sec. III. Decomposition planner is discussed in Sec. IV. Designed+Decomposition planner is a special decomposition planner: the trajectory of some of its DOFs (e.g. lower body for human robot) is predesigned and planner aims at computing the trajectory for other DOFs with the predetermined path as dynamic obstacles. This special planner is especially useful for computer animation, where animator can design the trajectory for some parts of a human-like articulated model and use planner to compute trajectory for remain parts. For each type of planner, we compare 4 types of variations: RRT, RRT with retraction (RRT-R), BiRRT, BiRRT with retraction (BiRRT-R).
In the first bridge benchmark (Fig. 5 ) a hyper-redundant robot (HRR) tries to go through a hole and brackets of bridge. We only test our retraction-based basic RRT planner here. In other 3 benchmarks, a humanoid robot tries to execute some tasks in constrained environments. We compare all 3 types of planners for the first two benchmarks Object Picking (Fig. 6 ) and Object Placing (Fig. 7) , because the constrained environments make it possible for planner to find a reasonable trajectory for lower body. For the Bending (Fig. 8) benchmark, complete planning can not find a good path for lower body, so we only test decomposition planner on it. The complexities of environments are shown in Table I . All the four benchmarks have narrow passages: in bridge hole and brackets of bridge make narrow passages; in Object Picking grate, table and ceiling are main narrow passages for arm and head; in Object Placing, grate, lamp and bookshelf cause narrow passages for arms; in Bending, car and the chair in car make environment challenging.
The planning results of all the benchmarks are shown in Figs. 5, 6, 7 and 8. The performance results are summarized in Tables II, III , IV and V. According to the tables, our retraction algorithm can significantly improve the performance of RRT planners in almost all cases with narrow passages. The ND-ratio of retraction-based planners are also higher, which means fewer degraded RRT-extension and makes planning more efficient.
From the result we can find that our retraction-based algorithm usually provide much larger speedup for whole body planner than for decomposition-based planner, for RRT planner than for Bi-RRT planner. It is reasonable: Both decomposition and RRT-connect algorithms are special techniques designed to improve RRT planner's efficiency. They already add some extra samples due to their own special biases to help robot go through narrow passages. Many of these extra samples may also be the retraction samples created by our retraction-based algorithms. In one word, RRT-connect or decomposition techniques have already provided part of retraction algorithm's benefit, so our method's benefit is not so obvious when combining with them. However, even for these cases, our new planner can still show an acceleration about 2-5 times. For RRT or whole body planner, the acceleration ratio is about 5-80 times.
VII. LIMITATIONS
Our method has a few limitations. First, our method behaves well when obstacles and links of articulated models are locally convex near the contact points. If local convex property holds, moving the links on contact points' tangent space will not create new contacts and collisions because there always exists a local separating plane between two noncolliding convex shapes. However, if locally convex property does not hold, q i can have collision which is difficult to resolve.
Secondly, the retraction algorithm needs to compute the normals at the contacts, which is sensitive to the surface's quality. As a result, the performance of the retraction algorithm may be sensitive to the smoothness of the surface.
Another disadvantage is that we try to keep all the contacts on their workspace tangent planes simultaneously. However, this is not always possible, e.g. when contact matrix K in Eq. 4 or Eq. 10 is over-determined or the null-space of K is not within joint limits.
Finally, the optimization algorithm used for retraction computation may be trapped in local minima. Compared to the rigid body case [31] , C-Space of an articulated model can have much higher dimension, and so the local minima problem is more serious. Moreover, the Euclidean metric used by our optimization does not consider obstacles, which also adds to the difficulty of dealing with local minima.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we present an optimization-based retraction algorithm for articulated models to improve the performance of RRT and decomposition planners. Our algorithm retracts randomly generated C-Obstacle samples so that they can be more likely to be connected to the RRT-tree. We apply our algorithm for articulated models with high DOFs for challenging planning scenarios. The experimental results show that our algorithm can efficiently explore narrow passages with significant speedups.
There are many avenues for future work. We are interested in analyzing our retraction-based planners using different distance metrics. We are also interested in using Landmark Voronoi Complex to design new PRM or RRT based planners and analyze their performances for narrow passages.
